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At 30th September 1964 (latest date for which figures are available) 
Government advances outstanding to the Board for the puichase of coffee 
were worth £4,3 millionc U ) The Board occasionally obtains crop finances 
from the conmiercial banks, The Bugisu Cooperative Union Limited itself 
markets all arabica ooffee produced in the District» It finances purchase 
of the crop from its own substantial reserves0 

To date, a national marketing bosrd has not existed for the purchase 
aad sale of other crops0 Private buyers and processors find their ovm. 
outlets for a vd.de variety of produce including maize, tea, tobacco and 
sugar, and the Busoga G-rowers Cooperative Union Ltdo, which handles most 
of the groundnuts sold through the Cooperative movement, has so far 
marketed these direct, obtaining credit for their initial purchase from or 
of the exptriate commercial banks« 

2o Production credit: 
(a)»' Provided by institütions« 

Most production credit currently available in Uganda is provided 
under the Cooperative Credit Scherne«, Between ldlo64 snd 31el0o65, 
the societies operating the Scheine lent just over 900,000/- to 
3082 Group Farm members, and 5,600,000/- to 32,672 ordinary primary 
marketing society members„ At 31o10o65 1B% of all primary producers 
marketing societies and 9fa of all memb erŝ V/er e participants in the 
Scheine» From a modest start in 1961, the Scheme has developed as shovvn 
in Tables II and III« 
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Table 111= 

Loans to Croup Farms» Shillings 

Year Amount borrowed Amount 
from UoCoSoBo lent from 
and relent to societies 
members own funds 

Total No„ of 
lent socie-

ties 

No. of 
borrowers 

A. Loans 
o/ s -at 
1.11c63 
B» New 
Loans: 
1.11.65 -
31»10»64 

69,411 

527,689 2,505 

69,411 

530,194 19 

269 

1,589 

1.11.64 -
31.10.65 916,440 916,440 28 3,082 

Source: Department of Cooperative Development, Annual Reports .for 
1964 and 1965 (not yet published). 

The average size of loans made in 1964/65'..was 146/- to ordinary society 
members, and 298/- to Croup Farm members0 

At least one producers' union(l) currently provides loans for 
production by lending to individual societies funds that are relent 
to members for payment for Tractor Hire Service« It is probable that 
some primary societies which are not members .of the Cooperative Credit 
Scheines still make loans to members, although this has been_illegal since 
the passing of the 1963 Cooperative Societies Act. 

As shown in the two tables above, some societies in the Scheine make 
loans to members from their own funds, thus acting as a'source of credit 
as well as a Channel» 

Bwavu Mpologoma Crowers Cooperative Union Limited, Masaka Division» 

See sections 26-28 of the "Bye-laws of an Agricultural Producers' 
Cooperative Society Limited," issued under the authority of this 
Act. 
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The statistics given in the preceding section are inadequate, but 
they are sufficient to show that by far the largest amount of credit 
used each year in the agricultural sector is for the "passive" financing 
of the purchase and movement of existing crops„(l) 

No use has been made of the published statistics for commercial 
bank lending to agriculture because there is reason to suppose that they 
do not accurately represent the commercial banks' positionc Titus, in 
October 1963 the Coffee Marketing Board alone had loans Wörth £6.5 million 
outstanding from a consortium of the three main expatriate commercial banksc 
Yet in December, which comes in one of the two coffee buying seasons and 
in the main cotton buĵ ing season, total loans to agriculture outstanding 
from the commercial banks were given as £3„3 million« (see "Background 
to the Budget 1964/65 page 40)(2) 

Until the commercial bank statistics are clarified it is impossible 
to relate accurately total credit to agriculture in Uganda to total 
sectoral output <, 

It is of interest to note that total non-bank credit to agriculture 
has doubled in Uganda over the last three yearsK® > In 1962, non-bank crecLit 
to agriculture in each of the three East African countries was valued at: 
Kenya £6C4 million5 Tanganyika £206 million, and Uganda £0„3 million 
(source: J„ Loxley op„cito pe 294), Uganda came much the lowest mainly 
owing to the absence of privately owned agricultural estates» However, 
with the development of various Government loans schemes, by December 1965 
total non-bank credxt outstanding to agriculture had risen to £c6 million,. 
This was in the form of medium-terrn credit (£397,625) and of very small 
short-terni production loans made under the Cooperative Credit Scheine 
(total value outstanding at December 1965, £222,500)J 

5) Cont'd from pa.ge 7 
of the borrowers were in default for 2Q>o of the amount outstanding» 
With the exception of a subsidiary scheme for Tea Outgrowers the 
Progressive Farmers Loans Sc&eas was suspended, as were all loans for 
non-agricultural purposes» See Annual Report, Uganda Credit and 
Savings Bank 1963/64 pp„ 9-19„ 

^See Uganda Credit and Savings Eank, Annual Report for 1964/65s 
"Mailo" land is OTmed on a freehold system existing only in Buganda 
Region» 

i:Li) At 51o5o66 the Masaka Branches of the three main expatriate banks 
had a total of 17 loans outstanding for agriculture, worth approxi-
mately £5,800= Although this is a comparatively large sum of money, 
the grantors were doubtful that a large proportion of these loans 
had actually been used for farmingo They vrere ' safe' loans made to 
borrowers who ininost cases had substantial regulär incomes from 
off-farm activitieSo 

^ Uganda Development Corporation Annual Report 1964„ 

A more comp'lete account of the credit used by the subsidiaries of 
A.EeLo is given in Appendix 1» 

For Footnotes ,i;2,3. on this page see page 9» r.-v v ' ' 
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Return visits to these farmers all of whom had loans for the development 
of livestock enterprises will be made later in the year» It is intended 
to make retum Visits to some of the farmers in Lango in September, for 
the same purpose as in. Masaka, except that the vritcr will be concerned 
with the Performance of Operations on cotton not coffee. 

Responses to Schedule I conccmed with income and expenditure and 
some farm Operations yielded mainly approximate answers, the majority 
of farmers having no records. In a detailed analysis (not yet made) 
regard will be given to this fact by (i) examining relative importance 
of various forms of income and expenditure (ii) estimating, where 
convenient, ranges of magnitude of Output, income and expenditure rather 
than precise averages, (iii) making use of data obtained in more intensive 

to verify studies in order / or amplify data obtained in this study on the costs 
of various Operations and of establishing new enterprises such as dairy 
farming, (l) (iv) relying quite heavily on those farmers in the sarrple 
~:<po do keep re cords. 

It was possible to obtain accurate answers to more of the questions 
on Schedule II. (Some of these could be checked against Cooperative 
Society or Government Department records). But here also it was necessary 
in some cases to aeeept estimates of the way in which loans were spent. 
These also will have to be used with caution. 

Response to the questionnaire was reasonably good, in th?t only two 
farmers refused to be interviewed at all; both were replaced« Three 
additional interviews were cancelled because both the interviewer and her 
Interpreter agreed that no attempt was made to give accurate responses; 
two of these were replaced. 

The method of selecting the sample was complicated, varying (i) 
between the Districts, owing t.o considerable difference between the number 
of '- medium-term loans made in the two areas, and (ii) according to 
the purpose for which the loans were made, i*i Order to ensure that adequate 
data were attained on livestock and Land-matter loans in Masaka. It is 
not proposed to outline the method of selection here. 

Because a detailed analysis has not yet been made, it is only 
possible to present some preliminary impressions of the outcome of the 
survey. These are confined to the medium-terra loans, and to producing 
evidence obtained in Masaka which substantiated the belief that " the 
Progressive Farmers Loans Scheme was, except where subsidiary schemes 
were devised , too general in purpose, and expanded too quickly and without 
adequate planning or supervision. The two summaries presented below are 
concerned with (i) the general "farm improvement" loans, and (ii) loans 
for the purchase of hani-tractors mainly for use on coffee shambas. 
(a) "General Improvement" Loans. 

The sample was selected from the list of sixty loans that were made 
in Sabawali Gombolola, Buddu County. The loans were divided into two 

Eog. - (i) The Farm Management Survey of The Coffee/Banana Zone of 
Buganda and Busoga, currently being conducted by Malcolm Hall. 
(ii) "The Performance of Single Axle Tractors on Peasant Coffee Farms 
in Buganda. " ¥0H'o Boshoff and D» Innes in East African Agricultural 
and Forestry Journal 1961„ 
(iii) Report on "Dairy Farming in Kyaggwe and Bugerere counties" 

R,I Grimble 1965. 
(iv) Special studies by Nakerere Students on dairy-farming in Buganda. 
(v) Mo Okai Case study in Lango of "The Adequacy of the Technical 

Base for the Agricultural Extension Services In Uganda. 
(vi) Subject to Uganda Government permission, the data on the "Small 

Farm Surveys" conducted in the Northern Region. 
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The graph cn page 13 shows that the Landmaster .will operate at just 
under 100/- per acre on ten acres of coffee, at 75/- per acre on fifteen 
acres, and on a thirty to thirty-five acre holding it becomes competitive 
with the costs of hand-labour on an.crdinary peasant holding, which one would 
not normally expect to be this large« All the conclusions depend on the 
assumption that the Landmaster does 330 hours work on rotavating 
per annum, and is used for the rest of the year on slashing» For less 
work, costs per aore wculd be higher» Further trials demonstrated that the 
Landmaster cannot compete with the Standard charges for looal transport 
of 80 cents per ton rnile, but that benefits rnight be anticipated "on the 
farm itself' for carrying mulch, farmyard manure or livestock feed, and 
possibly to tr-an.spc:" prcduce to the main roads" where no alternative 
means of transpcrt is available» 

Düring 1962 and 1965 the purchr.se of Landmasters.was encouraged in 
Masaka Division, Government subsidier and loans being made available 
to assist their purchase» According to a survey conducted in June 1965^'' 
there were and presumably still are, fifty-six tractors in the Division 
(all except three purcha.sed during or after 1962), f'ifty-two of them being 
Landmasters» Two Lanümasters are owirsd by the Di s tri et Farm Institute, 
two by the owners of a private coffee estate and forty-eight by individual 
farmers» So far as is known nona of tbe farmers has a planned farm, 
although one. was in. the course of being planned in late 1965» All the 
owners have rotary cultivators, and the 1985 survey, in which twenty-five 
owners were interviowed (excluding the. Listriot Farm Institute) (2) 
showed that fourtee:i of these had no other implements, nine had trailers, 
two had ploughs, and only one had a grars-slasher, the implement which 
Boshoff and Innes assumed would be used during most of the year» Not all 
of the implements, nor all of the machines, are in use» 

Eleven farmers reeeived Governm°nt loans for the füll valus of the 
machine (generally less subsidy) and where it was bought, the trailer (also 
less subsidy)» The T/o interest rate on the loans, and the 9/i penalty rate 
on amounts in default, added to the total cost per acre per annum as 
compared to that calculated by Boshoff and Innes but this xvas probably 
approximately off-set by the Government subsidy» However, the loans were 
repayable in three to four years, depending on whether a trailer was bought 
and whether the loan was for any additional purposes, which meant that 
a farmer had to meet repayments in a shorter tirne period than Boshoff 
and Innes allowed for depreciation» He therefore, had to find the 
additional cash from another s OU.ITGG OT from exceptionally high savings 
on expenditure on labour» 

In 1965 the impression was that most of the Landms.sters in the 
Division were not in use or working order owing to extreme difficulty in 
obtaining re£:>alrs, and to the mechanical ineperience of the omers. The 
Divisional Agricultural Aanual R^jort for that year stated that 2ö?o of 
the Landmasters in the Division were in working order, while the other 
8öfo were in need of major or mincr repairs» 

In January and May this year enquiries were made about fifteen 
Landmasters, including those own ad by the D»F»I» and the estate, and 
nine belonging to farmers who had reeeived los ms. 

The following Information was obtained; 
(a) The D»E„I0 is getting füll use from two machines, using the cultiva-
tor, slasher and trailer, and occasionally the plough» The two slashers, 

(Continued from page 13) 
c) The tractor and implements depreciate over five years» 
d) The level of Performance achieved in the trials is also achieved by 

the peasant farmers» (1) Unpublishea survey by H, Quenby, then Assistant Agr. Officer, Masaka Division. 
(2) Referred to here:ftci u.s t' w D.F.I. 
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however, are used mainly for slashing grass on the D.FeI0 conpound. The 
D.F.I. has no coffee; it is not, therefore, a good Standard for compari-
son with ordinary farrns growing coffee as a main cash crop. 

(b) In May, both the Landmasters on the private estate were out of 
order. The onier in any case considered a fail-size tractor to be uiore 
efficient for cultivating the 30 acre estate, owing to the higher rate 
of cultivation. (1) 

(c) Of the two farmers who had not reeeiveel loans, one had not used the 
machine since it was bou~h.t in 1964, having been pröoccupied with 
developing a dairy farm, and then absent in America for 9 nonths on a 
farm management course. The other was using his irregularly for small 
amounts of on-farm transport, and to cultivate less then ten acres of 
coffee. He also uses hand labour. 

(d) Of the nine farmers who reeeived loans, one had not used his Land-
master since mid-1964, and two not since early 1 9 6 5 $ o n e ^ad aied, and 
the present owner was not traced. 

Of th'e five who by May had used their machine at all during 1966 
one had used his once to cultivate approximately one s.cre; one had used 
his "several" times but it was out of order in May; one had used his in 
February to transport provisions and furniture for his son's wedding 
(the son, who had also been the driver, then moved to another shamba); 
one,who had a füll time job and no driver, claimed he had used his 
occssionally at the Weekend to transport husks before hiring it out on 
a permanent basis in April; the last had used his for approximately 44 
machine hours both to cultivate his coffee and to transport crops and 
coffee husks. 

No farmer had approached one-third of the 360 hours per anr-um for 
cultivating assumed necessary in the 1961 survey« In addition none 
of the farmers had used the machine for slashing, anl only a minimal 
amount of transport worlc had been done. Extra income might have been 
earned by hiring out the Landmasters, but up to April this year no farmer 
had done this. The main reasons were apjiarently a fear that the owner 
would not be paid, or if paid at all, only inadequately, or that the 
machine might be damaged. Probably the owners he.d made little eff'ort 
to find out about the possibilities for hire-work and there were some 
; isconceptions, one ov.ner statin-; hc- vould not only have to buy the 
petrol h'ixself, but to send one or t\,o poople in addition to the roerator 
to pull back branches, clcar stoncs etc. One farmer, hov.-ever, cii'l vvjko-
a little income from the transport and sale of coffee husks. 

The owners themselves obviously do not see their Landmasters as 
an investment from which they expect a minimum return (in- terms of 
labour saved or otherwise) in order to recover their recurrent and 
capital outlay, and they are in fact meeti-ng the costs of their invest-
ment with income from some other source. Certainly there is no 
determination to get as much use as possible out of the Landmasters. 
Some of the more general reasons for this are listed below, but it is 
impossible to generalise as to the more immediate causes of disuse. 
These are listed immediately below for five of the nine farmers who 
obtained loans: 
1. Ländmaster bought in 1961. Owner thought by the Agricultural 
Department to be promising farmer. (The encouragement of Landmaster 

As both the large tractor and the Landmaster had been bought second-
hand with the estate, the owner was not concerned v/ith the cost of 
capital depreciation. 
The reasons are given below. 
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apparently purchases in the Division was/kased on the probably erroneous conclusion 
that this farmer was using his very profitably» The costings available 

Office at the Di visional Agricultural/were optimistically weighted against hand-
labour;(see Appendix Ii) . In 1964 he began building a permanent house 
and stopped using the Landmaster in order to save fuel costs. It had not 
been used since. 

2. Owner has only shamba visited with layout well suited to mechnanical 
cultivation (flat, row-planted, well pruned)0 He stated he could not 
find a driver, and had not attended a training course himself« He had 
had little or no contact with the Agricultural Department since the machine 
was bought in 1965 . It had been used for a total of one month, when it 
was operated by a relative» The shamba is in a remcte gombolola, 40 
miles from Masaka, whcrc repairs would have been delaycd and expensive. 

e 

3» Owner is full-time trader, shamba neglected» Wo other driver» Land-
master brokedown early in 1965, was taken to be repaired, and has not 
been collected» 

4. Ovmer is full-time Government clerk, with poorly maintained shamba» 
In financial diff'iculties (recently divorced and re-married); sacked driver, 
sold part of shamba and hired out Landmaster on permanent basis» 

5» Full-time farmer» Prefers hand-labour» Estimates Landmaster can 
cultivate one acre a day, given dry soil, but requires two extra 
labourers to pull back branches and weed round base of trees» In same 
time could do the work as cheaply by hand-labour» 

For one reason or another all except one of the nine preferred hand-
labour» It is notable that those who wish to save money do not use their 
Landmasters» Several farmers complained that they were unable to use 
them on wet soil, and that this restricted the time during which they 
could be used for cultivating» Most of the shambas were not row-planted, 
or even if they were, were poorly pruned» This would tend to decrease the 
efficiency of Operation» 

The mechanical know-how of the farmers themselves was minimal» This 
meant firstly that more repairs were necessary than might otherwlse have 
been the case, and secondly that if minor reppirs were necessary, the 
farmers either couldn't do them, or did them i'nadequately. The Uganda 
distributors mentioned incorrect mixing of petrol and oil and failure 
to perform simple maintenance correctly (e»g» cleaning a dry filter with 
water) as examples of the kind of things that went wroixr. The farmers 
themselves also complained of the speed with which parts wore out, 

(2) 
and the same complaint was made by the District Farm Institute» Repairs, 
however, are hard to obtain» Limited facilities are available in Masaka, 
but most spare parts must be obtained from Kampala, and all major repairs 
done there« Part of the difficulties of operation and repair jaay be due 
to the short training course for Operators» 

Most of the Agricultural Assistants and Supervisors in the Division 
had no training in Landmaster use and maintenance, and had no conception 
of the füll cost involved or the amount of work which had to be done 
before a Landmaster could be an economic investment» They advised 

r 

' The rows are approximately 9' wide» The more suckers and unpruned 
branches there are spreading across the rows, the harder it is to 
cultivate. Efficiency is also reduced because some fanaers are g4.-owi.ug 
the spreading variety of robusta» 

( 2)one farmer had had to replace, in two years of spasmodic use, the rear-
wheel shaft, all the rotary hoes, the clutch cable, the throttle lever 
and a piston-ring, in addition to various nuts and bolts» 
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farmers, j/hose sharabas and whose operating costs with hand labour were not 
large enough to justify mechanisation, to buy Landmasters. It is unlikely 
that any of the nine farmers with loans were spending more than 60/- per 
acre-per annum on weeding and slashing» Accoraing to the costings quoted 
earlier they should not, therefore, have expected to find a Landmaster 
a profitable Substitute for hand-labour or anything less than 30 acres of 
coffee» Only two of them claimed to own this rauch coffee: one was not 
using the raachine and the other cultivated only a very small fraction of 
his shamba with the Landmast er» 

importance 
The second farraer mentioned on page 16 exemplifies the/of' providing 

loans for only one enterprise, whenever possible» This farmer \vas granted 
a loan not only for a Landmaster but also the purchase of cattle and 
fencing materials and for mulching (plus various minor items such as a 
spray pungy). He diel not use the Landmaster, did not buy the mulch, and 
did not use the fencing materials» Juddging by previous Performance, he 
would have done better if he had been in contact with the extension 
services» 

To sumraarise the results: 
1» No farmers in the Division were selected as test-cases on v/hose farms 

Landmasters use could have been carefully studied. and recorded» 

,2» The Landmasters were sold to unplanned farms where labour costs 
were low and it was hardest for the Landmasters to compete» 

3» Some of the farms were too small» 

4. Repair facilities were inadequate. 

50 The courses for Operators were extremely short, lasting for one 
or two weekso 

60 Lost/Agricultural Assistants, from whom owners might have expectod 
advice were not given Instruction either in Landmaster use or 
maintenance» 

7o Altnough most of the loans for Landmasters will probably be repaid, 
they will not be repaid from profits or savings accruing from their 
use» 

Thus, it seems that neither the majority of general improvement 
loans made in Masaka, nor those for the purchase of Landmasters, were 
produetive» They emphasise the point that supervised farm developmene 
loans have to be made with careful selection of borrowers, and with 
thorough planning and supervision by adeq.ua.tely qualified personnel» 
Probably the best way to make those loans is to devise schemes for the 
promotion of psrticular enterprises» Such schemes now exist in Uganda 
to assist the establishment of Tea Outgrowers, Master Tobacco Growers 
(active 1961 - 65, but now suspended owing to the unwilligness of B.A.T» 
to guarantee to purchase additional Output of flue-cued tobacco), dairy 
farmers and ranchers.v2; 

Free courses were provided by the Government, and there should have 
been no delay of more tha .n several months in obta.ining a driver with 
some training» However, the course only lasted 1-2 weeks, and with 
probably eight students working on one machine, this gave them little 
obanoe to gräs£} the mechanics, the costs of operation, and "fch« "ĥ st 
methods of use of the machine» 
The fifth supervised credit scherne, applied on Group Farms, «omes 
in a different category, being concerned with "seed time to harvest" 
loans to finance annually recurrent Operations. 
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The success of these sehernes still cLepends on selection of borrowers, 
planning and supervision, but they have the advantage over more general 
schemes in that (i) planners and Supervisors require special sxperience 
in one enterprise only (e.g. tea growing or dairy-famüng), (ii) in some 
cases (e0gc for tea and tobacco growers) it.is possible to arrange for 
repayments to be made by the processor direct to the lending institution, 
the processor dedueting the value of repayments from the amount due by 
him to the farmer, (iii) where all the loans in a scheme are being 
provided for the same purpose it is easier to arrange for their systematic 
Provision in kind, in so far as this is possible, (iv) it is also easier 
to devise a system whereby each borrower is required to put into the 
initial stages of the project some of his own effort and / or money . 
before the loan is granted« 

The only one of these schemes with/the writer is directly acquainted 
is that for the assistance of dairy farmers as it is operated in Masaka« 
The scheme as put into practice is open to criticism 011 the grounds 
that planning and supervision are still unsatisfactory,. _ One consequenco 
is that farmers are apparently getting low milk yields« (1) Rough calcula-
tions show that these must frequently be insufficient to cover running 
costs, let alone to recover costs of capital development« 

The absence of sufficient numbers of well-qualified staff vri.ll 
probably impede the expansion of medium-term credit over the Hext few 
years or, if it does not affect the number of loans paid out walj. 
certainly affect (i«e« reduce) their impact on produetion« However, 
if aualified supervisory personnel are avaliable such schemes might 
usefully be extended to assist, for example, the substitution of arabica 
coffee for robusta coffee in the higher areas of Ankole and Masaka« 
On the other hand, there seems little point in paying out substantial 
sums of credit for the extension or improvement of enterprises devoted 
to crops or livestock produce for tvhich there is not a good market (e«g« 
robusta coffee in S. Uganda) or for which returns barely cover costs of 
produetion« 

Farm development loans should be restricted to enterprises that 
a.re known to be profitable and that appear from market analyses to be 
likely to remain so« 

Provisional Conclusions« 

The writer's provisional conclusions are set out below: 

a« Agricultural credit can not be relied upon to lead automatically 
increase in Output« It must be integrated with agricultural extension, 
and with prior investigation of markets. Its use should take account 
of the findings of agricultural research stations« 

b« Credir must be provided with care because 
(i) loanable funds will be limited; 
(ii) the failure of successive credit schemes will make it difficult 
to obtain funds to finance a new scherne. 

' Only f'ivc ->.iry far js cstablishe.l ;; :.rtly \.ith borrowöd funds were 
visited in liasaka, but the average milk yj.ol.ds for- «vw. ^ 

„ rable to the 11 pints per day per exotic. milVing cow quoted by 
J« Grimblc (op. cit«) for liengo« 
















